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1 - i want to be like you

I WANT TO BE LIKE YOU!
I walk and walk but I never seem to reach you
So I run and run to try and get way from my past
But it always comes back and bit me in the @$$
I know I will always be alone,
but I only want to be loved like you will always be.



2 - goodbye

GOODBYE!
The sky always seems so blue
Just like every time I see you
Tears are falling from my eyes
And all I can do is say goodbye



3 - least breath

LAST BEATH
I cry tears after tears and soon I leave only hate and anger.
I push away from the world wishing the pain would go away but it never does
Everyone leaves me, crying and crying, screaming and screaming, praying and pray that every breath I
take would be my last.



4 - loneliness

LONELINESS
Sadness is a thing we all of though, and so is anger, but to think we may have the same feelings at the
same time puts us into a sate of loneliness. We push away from the ones we care about most.



5 - more and more

MORE AND MORE!
I cut and cut, but still not deep enough
I cry and cry, but no one cares
I run and run, but still I�m not there
I die and die and now I am finally there



6 - over and over again

OVER AND OVER AGAIN!
I cry 1000 tears when you start to speak
You speak 1000 words just so you can leave
1000 steps till you reach the door
1000 steps till I see you no more
The 1000 words you use to speak
The 1000 things I use to think
1000 cuts appears on my arm
The 1000 cuts cause me no harm
The only thing that causes harm is when you come and now nothing is calm.



7 - why?

why?
Rain is falling on the room
Storms are screaming in my room
You walk out only to come back in
I walk out never want to see you again
The rain has stopped
But the storm remains
My tears and falling
Why curse the pain?

[/i]



8 - because

My door is locked just like my heart
My walk is cut just like my arm
The windows and smashed the pain they cursed
The fear is there when you are gone
You are the light that helps me heal
But when you yell is cuts appear



9 - lies

You say you love me
You tell him too
You say to care
What’s left to do?



10 - time

My soul will fly and be free again
My heart will mend with the help of a friend
You are gone thats what you do
Now i’ll move on so F.U
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